Bio-transformation of Graphene Oxide in Lung Fluids Significantly Enhances Its Photothermal Efficacy
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Abstract

Rationale: Graphene oxide (GO) has shown great promises in biomedical applications, such as drug delivery and thermotherapeutics, owing to its extraordinary physicochemical properties. Nonetheless, current biomedical applications of GO materials are premised on the basis of predesigned functions, and little consideration has been given to the influence of bio-transformation in the physiological environment on the physicochemical properties and predesigned functionalities of these materials. Hence, it is crucial to uncover the possible influence on GO's physicochemical properties and predesigned functionalities for better applications.

Methods: Bio-transformed GOs were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra, Raman spectra, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and Fourier transform infrared transmission (FT-IR) spectra. The morphologies of various GO materials were assessed via transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) images. The photothermal (PTT) performance of different GO materials in vitro and in vivo were measured using 808 nm laser at a power density of 2 W/cm². The PTT efficacy was determined using transplanted 4T1 cells-derived breast tumors in mice.

Results: Bio-transformation of GO in the lung (a main target organ for GO to localize in vivo) can induce dramatic changes to its physicochemical properties and morphology, and consequently, its performances in biomedical applications. Specifically, GO underwent significant reduction in two simulated lung fluids, Gamble's solution and artificial lysosomal fluid (ALF), as evidenced by the increase of C/O ratio (the ratio of C content to O content) relative to pristine GO. Bio-transformation also altered GO's morphology, characterized by sheet folding and wrinkle formation. Intriguingly, bio-transformation elevated the PTT performance of GO in vitro, and this elevation further facilitated PTT-based tumor-killing efficacy in tumor cells in vitro and in a mouse model with transplanted tumors. Bio-transformation also compromised the interaction between drug with GO, leading to reduced drug adsorption, as tested using doxorubicin (DOX).

Conclusions: Transformation in Gamble's solution and ALF resulted in varied degrees of improved performances of GO, due to the differential effects on GO's physicochemical properties. Our findings unveiled an overlooked impact of GO bio-transformation, and unearthed a favorable trait of GO materials in thermotherapeutics and drug delivery in the lung microenvironment.
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Introduction

Since its discovery in 2004, graphene-based nanomaterials have been extensively studied in diverse biomedical applications [1-2]. Owing to its pronounced physicochemical properties, graphene oxide (GO) has been shown to be an excellent candidate for drug loading and cancer therapeutics (e.g. thermotherapeutics) [3-5]. Thus far, a number of approaches have been developed to modify GO physicochemical properties for better performance and various biomedical purposes, and the current progresses could be summarized into the following intertwined aspects: surface features, geometric parameters, physical states as a colloid and its surrounding protein coronas [6-7]. These studies provide the fundamental knowledge basis to understand the behaviors and physicochemical properties of nanomaterials on neighbor biomolecules and cells in the biological environments. However, it should be noted that all these strategies are premised on the basis of the predesigned physicochemical properties without considering the potential influences of transformation of GO materials in biological settings.

GO contains abundant reactive surface functional groups, and likely undergo significant alterations to the 3S factors (size, shape and surface chemistry) once encountering ions and various biomolecules in the biological media [7-8]. Thus, after being administrated in vivo, transformation in biological media may greatly alter their predesigned properties, leading to loss of functional groups, oxidation and reduction of the materials, and subsequently either enhances or hinders their intended efficacies in biomedical applications [7, 9-10]. To date, little attention has been paid to the bio-transformation of GO materials in the biological environment, as well as the impacts on their biomedical performances.

It has been shown that GO materials may prove to be an ideal vehicle for lung-specific targeting. Primary cancers and metastatic cancers in the lung make up the largest number of cancer-related deaths, associated with tremendous morbidity and social and economic burden [11-14]. Selective lung targeting is intensively researched for cancer therapeutics. GO had been reported to target the lung through various exposure routes (e.g. intravenous (i.v.) administration, inhalation exposure) [15-19], being ascribed to the formation of GO-protein complexes that were readily and quickly caught by the abundant capillary vessels in the lung [10, 20-21]. Using a radiotracer approach, it was found that GO accumulated more quickly in the lung relative to other organs within a 1 h i.v. administration [10]. Strikingly, large-sized GO (1-5 μm in lateral dimension) was found to readily deposit in the lung 2 min post i.v. administration [20]. In a recent study, we found that MoS2/GO nanocomposites manifested selective lung targeting owing to GO’s lung-targeting property, resulting in enhanced tumor killing efficacy [8]. The tendency of GO materials in targeting lung warrants a thorough understanding of their potential bio-transformation in the lung and the consequences, which have not been studied. Biotransformation is a generalized concept, defining the chemical alteration or transformation occurring within organisms or after the addition of chemical components in organisms [22-23].

In addition to investigation of biotransformation within organisms, researchers have explored the biotransformation process using body fluids, which are relatively simple and easy models to interpret the reaction processes and underlying mechanisms. For instance, due to formation of protein corona on GO, biotransformation in blood plasma greatly altered GO bio-reactivity towards cells [22].

In this study, we examined the bio-transformation of GO in two simulated lung fluids, Gamble’s solution and artificial lysosomal fluid (ALF). The Gamble’s solution mimics the interstitial fluid within the lung, and it is a mix of salts at pH 7.4 [24], while ALF simulates the fluid after phagocytosis by alveolar and interstitial macrophages [25-26]. These two model solutions have been employed in investigating the alterations of various nanomaterials in physiological environments, including rare earth oxide nanoparticles [27], zinc oxide nanoparticles [28], carbon nanotubes [9], cobalt-based nanoparticles[29] and copper oxide nanoparticles [30]. We here endeavored to clarify the process that GO may undergo biotransformation in lung fluids with significant physicochemical properties alteration, which will subsequently elevate the functionality of GO in photothermal therapy (PTT) performance and drug delivery in the lungs. Our findings collectively underscore the importance of bio-transformation in altering the intrinsic physicochemical properties and morphology of GO materials, consequently affecting the efficacies of these materials for biomedical applications.

Results and Discussion

Incubation in Lung Liquids Resulted in Significant GO Reduction and Functionality Alteration

To investigate GO bio-transformation in the lung, we incubated GO in two simulated human lung fluids, Gamble’s solution and ALF, for 5 d (the bio-transformed GO materials are referred to as
“Gamble-GO” and “ALF-GO” hereafter). Treating GO with simulated lung fluids resulted in reduction of GO, evidenced by the increase of the C/O ratio, which is the ratio of C content to O content. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra (Figure 1A) revealed that GO underwent significant reduction upon incubation in the lung fluids, as the characteristic (002) peak of GO (~10°) disappeared, whereas the intensity of the broad diffraction peak at ~20° increased for both Gamble-GO and ALF-GO in comparison to pristine GO. Consistently, the Raman spectra manifested an increase of the I_D/I_C value from 0.61 for pristine GO to 0.82 and 0.84 for Gamble-GO and ALF-GO, respectively (Figure 1B), presumably attributable to the formation of new graphitic domains that are smaller in size than the ones present in pristine GO.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis showed the drastic alteration of GO surface functionality upon bio-transformation (Table 1, Figure S1). Specifically, the pristine GO contained 34.0% C-OH/C-O-C, much higher than Gamble-GO (29.0%) and ALF-GO (26.0%). Even more significant loss of carbonyl groups was observed, from 6.0% for GO to 1.9% for Gamble-GO and non-detectable for ALF-GO. In contrast, bio-transformation resulted in the increase in carboxyl groups, from 5.7% for GO to 8.7% for Gamble-GO and 26.0% for ALF-GO. The Fourier transform infrared transmission (FT-IR) spectra also revealed the loss of epoxy C-O groups (bending band at ~1217 cm⁻¹) and carbonyl groups (C=O stretching band at ~1760 cm⁻¹), but increase of hydroxyl groups (O-H bending band at ~1385 cm⁻¹) (Figure 1C).

**Bio-transformation of GO Caused Remarkable Morphological Changes**

Incubation in Gamble’s solution and ALF also resulted in significant morphological changes of GO. Consistent with previous studies [16-17, 28, 31], the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images showed that the pristine GO had the typical sheet-like morphology with even thickness and smooth surface (Figure 2A). By contrast, Gamble-GO and ALF-GO existed as thicker flakes with wrinkled and edge-crumpled structures (Figure 2B-C). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis also identified more wrinkled structures on Gamble-GO and ALF-GO than the pristine GO (Figure 2D-F). Consistent with the TEM and SEM data, the atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Figure 2G-I) images and statistical calculation data (more than 100 flakes for each material) (Figure 2J-L) showed that the thickness of GO nanosheets increased upon bio-transformation, particularly for Gamble-GO, likely due to the increase of van der Waals forces and hydrophobicity from reduction, resulting in greater tendency of nanosheets aggregation [9-10]. Intriguingly, between the two bio-transformed GOs, ALF-GO appeared to be less wrinkled than Gamble-GO (Figure 2), which might be ascribed to the high content of carboxyl groups of ALF-GO, leading to greater water dispensability.

**Bio-transformed GOs Exhibited Enhanced PTT Performance**

Owing to its extraordinary efficacy in photoelectron absorption and photothermal conversion, GO is considered to be an outstanding material for PTT performance [5, 32]. With a bilayer hydrogel actuator driven by NIR irradiation, GO acts as an energy-converter during the PTT process [33], GO administrated into tumors can convert the NIR laser into heat, leading to rapid elevation of the temperature in tumors and further the ablation of the tumor tissues [34]. For instance, PEGylated GO manifests an excellent *in vivo* photothermal conversion efficacy compared to carbon nanotubes [35]. Thereafter, the PTT performance for GO and bio-transformed GOs were compared in this study to illustrate the potential effects of GO bio-transformation on its performances. Compared with pure water, pristine GO exhibited marked temperature elevation, with the highest temperature up to 49 °C over 300 s irradiation at a power density of 2 W/cm² (Figure 3A). Both Gamble-GO and ALF-GO showed better PTT performance than pristine GO, with the highest temperature at nearly 55 °C over 300 s irradiation (Figure 3A, P < 0.05). To further evaluate the photothermal transduction capability of GO materials, pristine GO and bio-transformed GOs were irradiated by 808 nm laser at 2 W/cm² for 300 s. Rapid cooling of the materials displayed typical photothermal profiles for these GOs (Figure 3B), demonstrating excellent thermal conductivity for these GOs. Furthermore, according to the data obtained from Figure 3B and S3, the time constant (τ_c) for the heat transfer was calculated to be 577 s for pristine GO, 368 s for Gamble-GO and 515 s for ALF-GO, respectively. It has been reported that the efficacy of PTT performance can be significantly affected by the physicochemical properties of GO. Specifically, due to the highly intact aromatic structure of graphene sheets, reduced GO (rGO), which is derived from reduction to partially restore the aromatic structure of graphene, possesses higher PTT efficacy than pristine GO [36-37]. Therefore, in our results, bio-transformed GOs, including Gamble-GO and ALF-GO, both exhibited superior PTT performance when comparing with pristine GO. These data thus highlighted the importance of tissue microenvironment in dictating GO’s physicochemical properties and functionalities.
Table 1. Physicochemical properties of pristine and bio-transformed GO materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Cb (wt%)</th>
<th>aromatic rings</th>
<th>epoxy/hydroxyl</th>
<th>carbonyl</th>
<th>carboxyl</th>
<th>total Cb (wt%)</th>
<th>total O (wt%)</th>
<th>C/O ratio</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>I/D</th>
<th>D_h (nm)</th>
<th>PDI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pristine GO</td>
<td>24.62</td>
<td>33.88</td>
<td>6.02</td>
<td>5.69</td>
<td>70.23</td>
<td>29.03</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>5.71</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>144.3±6.1</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamble-GO</td>
<td>29.04</td>
<td>28.61</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>8.70</td>
<td>68.27</td>
<td>28.07</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>345.7±22.9</td>
<td>0.508</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALF-GO</td>
<td>22.88</td>
<td>26.19</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25.19</td>
<td>74.98</td>
<td>23.58*</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>6.51</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>323.6±15.2</td>
<td>0.459</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Pristine GO represents untreated GO; Gamble-GO and ALF-GO represent GOs treated in Gamble’s solution and ALF. \(^1\) Analyzed with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. \(^2\) pH is the pH value of 50 μg/mL GO/Gamble-GO/ALF-GO in deionized water. \(^3\) D_h is the hydrodynamic diameter based on particle size distribution measured by DLS, and PDI is polydispersity index. \(^*\) *P < 0.05, compared to pristine GO.

**Figure 1.** Physicochemical characterization of pristine GO, Gamble-GO and ALF-GO. (A) The XRD spectra, (B) Raman spectra and (C) FT-IR spectra of pristine and bio-transformed GO materials.

**ALF-GO revealed a greater PTT efficacy to repress tumor cells in vitro and in vivo**

Next, we examined the PTT efficacy of bio-transformed GOs alongside the pristine GO to kill tumors cells *in vitro* and *in vivo*. Since breast cancer is the most common cancer type in women and metastasis (heading to the lung or other sites) accounts for more than 90% of breast cancer-related deaths [38-39]. Therefore, 4T1 murine breast cancer cell line was used to assess the PTT performance of our materials. As shown in Figure S4, pristine GO showed mild dose-dependent photothermal cytotoxicity to 4T1 cells at the power density of 2 W/cm² for 300 s; by contrast, ALF-GO revealed remarkable photothermal cytotoxicity to 4T1 cells in a dose-dependent manner (*P* < 0.05). Moreover, ALF-GO manifested superior PTT efficacy to pristine GO, as evidenced by 9% to 13% decline of viability in cells upon ALF-GO relative to that upon pristine GO at the concentrations from 25-100 μg/mL (Figure S4, *P* < 0.05). These *in vitro* data demonstrated that bio-transformed ALF-GO harbored a greater efficacy than pristine GO in photothermal cytotoxicity towards cancer cells.

Furthermore, we first established a mouse model of orthotopic breast tumors through transplanting murine breast cancer 4T1 cells. PTT experiments were carried out through intra-tumor injection of ALF-GO in comparison to pristine GO (at 808 nm, 2 W/cm² for 300 s, equals to 600 J/cm² as established previously [40]). Given that a similar PTT efficacy was found between ALF-GO and Gamble-GO *in vitro*, as described above, we here used ALF-GO in the animal experiment. Moreover, to clearly show the difference between ALF-GO and pristine GO in suppressing tumor growth due to differential PTT efficacy in-between, low-dose administration of materials (at 100 μg for both ALF-GO and pristine GO) was employed. Figure 4A shows the temperature profiles over time post administration of the materials. After irradiation, tumor growth was closely monitored. As shown in Figure 4B and S5, tumor growth was remarkably restrained by more than 50% in ALF-GO-treated mice over the time course, compared to untreated mice and pristine GO-treated mice (*P* < 0.05). By contrast, tumor growth in pristine GO-treated mice was not significantly altered relative to untreated mice, suggesting a low efficacy of PTT for pristine GO at the current dose in destroying tumor cells. Analogously, the final tumor size and tumor...
weight were markedly diminished in ALF-GO-treated mice compared to those in untreated mice and pristine GO-treated mice (Figure 4C and D). The health status, including the mortality and food intake, was normal for treated mice in this study. It is commonly believed that tumor tissue destruction will occur when temperature is higher than 43 °C [41-42]. As shown in Figure 4B, compared with the control group, there was a significant decrease of the tumor volume in GO-treated group on day 7; however, tumors increased to a comparable level in the control group at the end of the experiment, presumably resulting from the incomplete ablation of tumors and relapse. Overall, these results indicated that ALF-GO harbored a greater capability in PTT-based suppression on tumor development, pinpointing enhanced thermotherapeutic efficacy of GO materials after bio-transformation in the lung.

**Bio-transformation Compromised the Interaction between Drug with GO**

Ultrahigh surface area coupled with poly-aromatic surface structure makes GO suitable for efficient drug loading generally through π-π stacking, hydrophobic interaction and H-bonding [32, 43-45]. Therefore, in addition to the PTT efficacy, drug loading was evaluated for GO after bio-transformation in the lung fluids. Given that doxorubicin (DOX) is one of the mainstream chemotherapeutic drugs used in treating breast cancer [31, 43], we used it here as a model drug. Incubation in the lung fluids significantly reduced the drug loading capacity of GO (Figure 5), suggesting alleviated interaction between drug with GO after transformation. Specifically, at all three DOX concentrations tested, Gamble-GO and ALF-GO exhibited much lower loading capacity for DOX than the pristine GO. Furthermore, the differences between the pristine GO and the bio-transformed ones became larger with the increase of DOX concentration (Figure 5, *P* < 0.001). For example, at a DOX concentration of 0.05 mg/mL, the drug loading capacities of Gamble-GO and ALF-GO were 55% and 86%, respectively, of that of the pristine GO, whereas at a DOX concentration of 0.2 mg/mL, the drug loading capacities of the bio-transformed ones reduced to only 47 and 61% of that of the pristine GO, respectively. It has been proposed that adsorption of DOX to GO is mainly driven by π-π interaction [46-47] and H-bonding [45]. As the formation of new graphitic domains (showed in the increase of I_D/I_G), the increase of π-π interaction should increase the DOX loading capacity, while the decrease of O-functionalities upon GO reduction could significantly compromise the adsorptive interaction between GO and DOX via H-bonding. The stacking of GO sheets after transformation would largely reduce the available surface area for drug loading capacity. Even though ALF treatment resulted in more significant GO reduction, the drug-loading capacity of ALF-GO was less inhibited than Gamble-GO. This seems to be in line with the H-bonding mechanism, in which ALF-GO contained greater amounts of surface carboxyl groups (an H-bonding moiety) than Gamble-GO (Table 1). Additionally, the DOX molecule contains ample -NH2 groups, allowing DOX to interact with the surface acidic groups on GO through Lewis acid-base interaction [48].

To achieve an effective therapeutic efficacy of targeted drug delivery, an ideal nano-vehicle in biomedical applications should possess two important traits: a) high affinity for loaded drug prior to arriving at the target therapeutic site; and b) effective release of loaded drug at the intended site. In this study, compromised interaction between DOX and GO upon bio-transformation in lung liquids may expedite drug release from GO, which would enhance the therapeutic efficacy. This is a favorable trait of GO materials in drug delivery to the lung. Apart from PTT and drug delivery, GO displays promises in other aspects in cancer theranostics. For instance, GO-based materials have been developed for biosensing of tumor biomarkers [5], and multimodal imaging, including photoacoustic tomography (PAT) [49], positron emission tomography (PET) [50], magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [51] and computer tomography (CT) [49]. In addition, multifunctional hybrid GO exhibits advantages in isolating and analyzing the circulating tumor cells [52].

In this study, we focused on studying the alterations of physicochemical properties and the inherent functionalities of GO materials upon bio-transformation. Hence, to clearly shed light on the molecular mechanism, only pristine GO with no surface modification was used here. With respect to the actual biomedical applications, it is necessary to optimize the property of GO with various approaches for surface modifications (e.g. modification with a tumor targeting motif), in order to achieve the multiple functionalization for therapeutics. In fact, the change on GO’s surface properties will essentially alter its behaviors in biotransformation. However, to our knowledge, there is no research yet to look into biotransformation of modified GOs. Nonetheless, it is worth future investigation in this regard.

**Conclusions**

In conclusion, we here recognized remarkable changes of the physiochemical properties, morphology and resultant functionalities for GO upon
transformation in two simulated lung fluids: Gamble’s solution and ALF. In fact, GO was reduced from the even sheet-like shape to a morphology with randomly wrinkled and stacked sheets, to differential extent for Gamble-GO and ALF-GO. Nonetheless, as a result of this bio-transformation, Gamble-GO and ALF-GO gained improved functionalities compared to pristine GO. Importantly, bio-transformed GO revealed greater PTT efficacy than pristine GO in killing tumor cells \textit{in vitro} and \textit{in vivo}. Meanwhile, bio-transformation in the lung fluids also compromised the interaction between drug with GO. Only mild differences were defined between Gamble-GO and ALF-GO. These data together depicted a vital impact of GO’s bio-transformation by lung fluids: improved PTT performance and presumably increased drug release, as delineated in Figure 6. This study thus unearthed the preferential feature of GO in thermotherapeutics and drug delivery for the lung targeting. This study may also offer more insights into the better design of nanomaterials for biomedical purposes in light of their bio-transformation.
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Figure 3. Photothermal profile of pristine GO and bio-transformed GOs. (A) PTT heating curves of pure water and various GO’s solutions (at 0.8 mg/mL) under 808 nm laser irradiation (2 W/cm²) for 5 min (n = 3). (B) Temperature profile of GO solutions (at 0.8 mg/mL) irradiated by 808 nm at a power density of 2 W/cm². The laser was turned off after irradiation for 300 s.

Materials and Methods

Preparation and characterization of GO materials.

GO materials were purchased from the Nano Materials Tech Co. (China). Based on the information provided by the supplier, the product was synthesized using a modified Hummers method. Briefly, graphite powder and KMnO₄ were dispersed in sequence into cooled H₂SO₄ (98 %, 0 °C) while stirring vigorously. Then, the resultant suspension was continually stirred at 35 °C for 3 d. Afterward, distilled water was added and the suspension was kept at 98 °C for 2 h and then cooled to 60 °C. H₂O₂ (30 %) was added into the suspension to completely react with the excess KMnO₄, and a bright yellow mixture was obtained. The solution was centrifuged and washed with HCl (30 %) and distilled water until the pH value was neutral. All the inorganic and organic salts used to prepare simulated lung fluids were obtained from Sigma–Aldrich (China).

XRD spectra were recorded using a Rigaku D/Max III diffractometer (Rigaku Inc., Japan) with Cu K radiation, λ = 1.5418 Å. FT-IR spectra were obtained using a 110 Bruker TENSOR 27 apparatus (Bruker Optics Inc., Germany). Raman spectra were recorded with a Renishew inVia Raman spectrometer (RM2000, Renishew, U. K.). XPS (PHI 5000 VersaProbe, Ulvac-PHL, Japan) was employed for determining the surface elemental compositions of the nanomaterials. TEM (JEM-2100, JEOL, Japan), SEM (FEI NanoSem 430, FEI, USA) and AFM (Dimension 3100, D08, Veeco, USA) analysis were used for characterizing the physical dimensions of the nanomaterials.

Transformation of GO in simulated lung fluids

To examine the transformation of GO in the two synthesized lung fluids, a 25 µg/mL GO suspension was first prepared in Gamble’s solution or ALF (the detailed recipes of these lung fluids are given in Table S1). Next, the suspension was slowly shaken (HWY-2122, China) at 80 rpm at 37 °C for 5 d, and then filtered through 0.22 µm membrane filters. The bio-transformed GO materials retained on the filter was collected and washed by ultrasonication at 100 W for 30 min. The rinsing procedure was repeated three times to remove extra salts. Afterwards, the bio-transformed GOS were collected by vacuum-drying and a fraction of the material was used for material characterizations. A stock solution (1 mg/mL) was prepared by sonicating in a water bath and was stored in borosilicate glass containers at 4°C in dark.

PTT effect assessment

The PTT performance of GO, Gamble-GO and ALF-GO in aqueous dispersion (at 0.8 mg/mL, in 1 mL) was measured using an 808 nm continuous wave (CW) GCSLS-05-007 semiconductor laser device (Daheng New Epoch Technology, Inc., Beijing, China) at a power density of 2 W/cm² for 5 min. The temperature changes of the three samples were measured by a data logger thermometer (TES-1315, TES Electrical Electronic Corp.) every 20 s.

Methods for calculating the PTT time constants of pristine GO and bio-transformed GOs

The calculation method for time constant (τ_s) was described in previous reports [53-55], as follows. Briefly, during the photothermal heating process, the total energy balance for the system is expressed as:

\[ \sum m_i C_{p,i} \frac{dT}{dt} = Q_{NF} + Q_S - Q_{LOSS} \]  

Where \( m_i \) (g) denotes the mass of the solution (\( m_s \)), \( C \) (J/(g·°C)) includes the constant-pressure heat capacity of solution (c_s) and sample cuvette (c_v), \( \Delta T \) (°C) is the difference between the solution temperature \( T \) at time \( t \) and the starting
solution temperature $T_0$, $Q_{NF}$ (mW) is calculated as the energy arising from the GO materials, and $Q_{Loss}$ (mW) is the lost thermal energy to the surrounding environment. In addition, $Q_s$ (mW) is the energy input by the sample cuvette and the solvent (pure DI water).

$Q_{Loss}$ is linear with temperature for the outgoing thermal energy, which is expressed as:

$$Q_{LOSS} = hS\Delta T = hS(T - T_{Sur}) \quad (2)$$

Where $h$ (mW/(m²·°C)) is the heat transfer coefficient, $S$ (m²) is the surface area of the container, $\Delta T$ is the temperature alteration that is defined as $T - T_{Sur}$, $T$ (°C) is the water temperature and $T_{Sur}$ (°C) is the environment temperature.

When the temperature rises at a maximum steady-state temperature $T_{Max}$ (°C), the system reaches the steady state. In order to solve $hS$, the following notation $\theta$ is used herein:

$$\theta = \frac{T - T_{Sur}}{T_{Max} - T_{Sur}} \quad (3)$$

A sample system time constant $\tau_s$ (s) is introduced:

$$\tau_s = \frac{\sum m_i C_p_i}{hS} \quad (4)$$

Substituting Equations (3) and (4) into Equation (1) and rearranging to obtain:

$$\frac{d\theta}{dt} = \frac{1}{\tau_s} \left[ \frac{Q_{NF} + Q_s}{hS(T_{Max} - T_{Sur})} - \theta \right] \quad (5)$$

At the cooling stage, the laser source is turned off, therefore the $Q_{NF} + Q_s = 0$. Under this condition, Equation (5) becomes:

$$dt = -\tau_s \frac{d\theta}{\theta} \quad (6)$$

Note that after integration Equation (6), the Equation expresses as:

$$t = -\tau_s \ln \theta \quad (7)$$
Figure 5. Drug loading capacity of GO, Gamble-GO and ALF-GO. The concentrations of all the nanomaterials used in this study were 0.1 mg/mL ($n = 4$). Pound sign (#) denotes $P < 0.001$, compared to pristine GO treated group.

Figure 6. An overall schematic diagram depicting the morphology and functionality alterations of GO nanosheets after bio-transformation.

**Cell culture**

Mouse breast cancer cell line 4T1 was purchased from the Shanghai Cell Bank of Type Culture Collection of China. Cells were cultured continuously at 37 °C and 5% CO$_2$ in Dulbecco's modified Eagle medium (DMEM) (Gibco, USA) with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), and 100 units/mL penicillin/ streptomycin (Invitrogen, USA).

**In vitro PTT efficacy of GO materials toward cancer cells**

Cells were first seeded at a density of $8 \times 10^3$ cells per well in 96-well plates and cultured for 24 h. Cells were then treated with different concentrations (25 μg/mL, 50 μg/mL, 100 μg/mL) of pristine GO and ALF-GO for 1 h. Afterwards, cells were treated with or without 808 nm laser at a power density of 2 W/cm$^2$ for 5 min. After irradiation, cells were washed with PBS and incubated in fresh medium overnight. Cytotoxicity was determined using a cell counting kit (CCK)-8 (Solarbio, Beijing, China) following the manufacturer's instructions.

**Animal experimentation**

Six to seven-week-old female Balb/C mice (with body weight around 20 g) were purchased from the Vital River Laboratories (Beijing, China). All mice were housed and used in accordance with the guidelines under the Animal Ethics Committee at the Research Center for Eco-Environmental Sciences, Chinese Academy of Sciences.

**In vivo examination of PTT efficacy in mice**

A mouse model with orthotopic breast tumor was first developed by injecting 5,000 4T1 cells into the fourth mammary fat pad (MFP) for each mouse, as described in our previous study [56]. When tumors reached a size about 100 mm$^3$, mice bearing a similar size of tumors were randomly divided into three groups ($n = 3$). Treated mice were administrated through intra-tumor injection of GO and ALF-GO materials (with 100 μg in 100 μL), respectively. Control mice received saline only. Tumors were then subjected to irradiation with NIR light (2 W/cm$^2$, 808 nm) for 300 s right after the administration of materials. Thereafter, tumor growth was monitored every 1.5 days for 8.5 days. The tumor size was determined using the following formula: length $\times$ (width)$^2$/2. Finally, tumors were dissected and imaged when mice were sacrificed.

**Drug loading capacity**

The drug loading capacities of GO, Gamble-GO and ALF-GO were detected using ultraviolet and visible (UV-vis) spectrophotometer as reported [44].
Briefly, various GO nanomaterials (0.1 mg/mL) were mixed with free DOX at different concentrations (0.05, 0.1 and 0.2 mg/mL) in PBS containing 2% FBS (to avoid GO aggregation with salt ions). The mixtures were stirred overnight at room temperature. Unbounded DOX was washed away by centrifugation and repeatedly washed with PBS. All the supernatants obtained at each wash, were collected together and used to determine the amount of free DOX at the absorbance peak of 480 nm. There was little difference in the UV-vis spectrum nearby the adsorption peak at 480 nm for these samples (Figure S6). Thus, 480 nm is a typical peak for DOX in UV-vis spectrum. This method in determining the DOX loading capacity on 2D nanomaterials was also used in previous studies [8, 44]. DOX loading efficiency was calculated using the following equation:

\[
\text{Loading efficiency (\%)} = \frac{\text{MW}(C_0-C_e)}{m} \times 100\%
\]

In the above equation, \(M\) (g/mol) is the molar mass of DOX, \(V\) (L) is the volume of supernatant, \(C_0\) (mol/L) and \(C_e\) (mol/L) are the initial and equilibrium concentrations of DOX in PBS buffer, respectively, and \(m\) (g) is the mass of GO nanomaterials.

**Statistical analysis**

All data were represented as the mean ± standard deviation (SD). Statistical analysis was performed using independent \(t\)-test or one-way ANOVA test. \(P\) value less than 0.05 (\(P < 0.05\)) was considered statistically significant.
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